(SSC) . l Different magnet deSigns are being Investigated at several laboratories. Initial development of superconducting cables, construction techniques, and coil configurations for one of these designs is reported here . To minimize magnet costs, the bore diameter 1s small, and to minimize the costs of tunnel, land, etc . , the magnetiC field Is high . This magnet has two layers of Nb-TI cable, a 40 mm Inside diameter winding with flared ends, a close-fitting iron yoke, and is designed to reach a 6.5 T central field at 4.5 K.
One-meter-long models are being The first two models were wound with rectangular cable and used a ring-collet structural support system. Subsequent models, more closely resembling the sse design goal, were wound with wedge -shaped ( -keystoned ll )
cable, have a more compact, improved end design, and us e a split -Iron s upport system. Test results are given here for the first two model s , cal1ed D-12A-l and D-12A-2.
Two later models, 0-12B-l and D-12B-2, are described, but testing has not been completed.
ColI Winding, D12A
The coils were wound on a cylindrical mandrel with an aluminum pole spacer and epoxy -fiberglass wedges The ends of the coil were wound on a conical form of epoxy -fiberglass laminate .
After winding, the coil was clamped to about B3 MPa (12000 psi) and the B stage epoxy cured at 150°C for 3 hours. This heatIng and compression process sets the adhesive which serves to hold the cable in place during subsequent assembly operat10ns, and helps ensure a wellcompacted, high -density structure.
Coil Assemblv
The coils were assembled around a collaps1ble assembly mandrel .
The two layers were pinned together and keyed 1nto the mandrel for alignment. The cotl halves were then held at a precompress10n of about 11 MPa (2500 ps 1) with a wrap of 0.25 rom thick by 2.5 rom wide Kevlar braid. The Kevlar was saturated with TfE to produce a slip-plane effect between magnet layers. layer 2 coils were then assembled in a fashton slmllar to Layer 1 and also held together with a layer of Kelvar bra1d.
Clamp1ng
A tapered 1ron rlng and alumtnum collet system was used to clamp the c011 assembly to produce a precompression of about 83 MPa (12,000 ps1) In the Inner layer and 140 HPa (20,000 psi) In the outer layer. A layer of 0.8-rom-thlck aluminum slats plus a 0.4-romthick mylar radial spacer are placed between the coil and the co llet.
The Inside leads of the two halves of the outside were brought radially to the outside of the winding . All colI leads were brought axially to the magnet end as shown tn Fig. 2 . All connections between col1s were made at the end of the magnet after col1 assembly.
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OUTER WINDING
A split rtng was used to transfer axhl magnetic forces at the end of the outer winding Into the magnet structure. After clamping, the magnet ends were loaded axially with eight 1& rom diameter aluminUm tIe rods external to the structural rings. A schemattc drawing of the completed colI Is shown In fig . 2 . Cable) 
